• 1884 -Eduardo Bassini begins to practice his own procedure based on the opening of the inguinal canal with the section and reconstruction of the posterior wall in the plane of the transversal fascia, making a triple layer (4 (20) .
• 1991 -Arregui describes the transabdominal properitoneal process -TAPP -openly. By removing the peritoneal flap, which covers the miopectinous hole, he placed a polypropylene mesh next to it. Finally, the prosthesis is covered by the initial dissected peritoneal flap (21).
• 1991 -Dulucq -the total extraperitoneal process -TEP, openly placing a prosthesis in front of the hole of the miopectinate, getting access through the sheath of the right abdominal muscle by dissecting it under the navel, from which, through the perforation of the posterior blade) (22) .
• 1993 -LeBlanc and Booth report the first laparoscopic repair of an incisional hernia using expanded polytetrafluoroethylene (23 Perhaps illustrative for the change in perspective of hernia surgery are the current scales of assessment of postoperative outcomes, which have changed the center of gravity from relapse, on the elements that make up the quality of postoperative life -chronic pain, mobility, local sensitivity disorders, foreign body sensation a rapid resumption of physical activity (27, 28) .
The superiority of prosthetic procedures is underlined by most studies, and the only tissue-suture technique rivaling with them is Schouldice, even though it remains the competence of specialized centers for selected patients. In addition, it is laborious and hard to reproduce. Literature abounds in studies and debates about the advantages and disadvantages of the two approaches -open or minimally invasive (29) (30) (31) . If at the beginning of the prosthesis era there was a fervent search for the ideal mesh, the last decade selected a small number of base materials of which the most commonly used is polypropylene in various combinations and forms (32) (33) (34) .
The hopes of biological tapes regarding biocompatibility and efficiency in the contaminated environment have only been confirmed to a small extent, so they have a low utilization rate, given their high costs (35, 36) .
In the open approach, two gold-standard procedures were imposed: the Lichtenstein operation for the inguinal hernia, and RivesStoppa for the incisional hernias. In the laparo-endoscopic approach, the basic TAPP and TEP procedures remain the gold standard.
Open procedures are easy to reproduce, safe in terms of relapse, but objectionable in terms of functional and cosmetic results.
Laparo-endoscopic procedures are technology -dependent and require a relatively long learning curve, not always applicable to complicated cases. For example, for TEP, the learning curve ranges from 50 to 100 procedures, where the critical area is in the first 30 (37) .
An example of the ongoing "tandem" evolution of open and laparoscopic, tissue and prosthetic procedures is the Ramirez process, originally conceived as an open tissue procedure meant to slide the abdominal musculoaponevrotic layers to cover large defects without resorting to replacement prostheses.
Subsequently, the posterior separation (between the internal oblique and the transversus) will be performed so that the "transversus abdominal relase" (TAR) can be reached today -the separation of the abdominal transverse from the underlying peritoneal-fascial plane. Starting from the principle stated by this author, this procedure was associated with prosthetic techniques, first open and then laparo-endoscopic. Thus, Rives-Stoppa procedures in which the previous separation, rear separation or TAR (38) can be associated in various combinations (open and / or laparoscopic) are carried out.
Beyond the actual surgical techniques, the laparo-endoscopic approach has made remarkable contributions to the in vivo understanding of the anatomy, starting from the embryological origin of the musculoskeletal planes to the distribution of the nerve elements of each anatomical layer, reflected in improved functional results (39) .
The approach of increasingly large and complex parieto-abdominal defects through the extensive use of prostheses has brought attention to postoperative intra-abdominal hypertension syndrome (40) . At the same time, the pneumoperitoneum performed for laparoscopy allowed understanding of the pathophysiology of intra-abdominal hypertension in general, and in particular that caused by the abrupt reduction in the contents of a voluminous herniar sac in the abdomen. Thus, the idea of adapting the abdominal wall closure techniques to the intra-abdominal presumptive situation, either by augmentation or by parietal substitution (the separation of the components, respectively the substitution mesh), has been reached.
A possible decalogue in abdominal wall repair surgery should include:
1. The surgeon's understanding of the current status change in hernia surgery, from the peripheral and easy surgical field, to the rather specialized field, with standardized procedures, with high expectations of quality of life for patients. 
